Coffee & Bit(e)s

coffee lectures on demand for natural and medical scientists

Our Baristas
Science Library
Dr. Eri Amsler
Dr. Aline Frank

Medical Library
Dr. Marc von Gernler
Tanya Karrer
Kristina Palmer
Dr. Sampoorna Rappaz
Tania Rivero
Dr. Zayne Roa
Dr. Kali Tal

Open Science Team
UB Bern
Open Science
Describing data sufficiently: Documentation, metadata and controlled vocabularies
How to publish your research data in 5 easy steps
Trusted data repositories: Which one to trust?
Institutional research data repository: Boris Portal research data and projects
Ethics in research data management

Scientific databases and literature search
Introduction to scientific literature search: Scientific databases and search engines
SciFinder^n – useful for every scientist

Useful tools
Introduction to BioRender – not only for biologists: Learn how to create and share beautiful, professional science figures in minutes
ELN vs. LIMS: Get an overview of the features to consider before choosing one or the other
Citation Chaser Tool: Tracking citations for your projects
Publish or Perish software for efficient Google Scholar searches and exports

Your topic of interest is not listed here? Write to us and we will work with you to develop a customized lecture that will go perfectly with your coffee.
For orders contact frnat.ub@unibe.ch or support_med.ub@unibe.ch